IRAN INVASION PLAN POLICY?

By Jeff Anderson

Special to The Journal

A new initiative to invade Iran has been proposed by President Carter. The rationale for this plan is to contain the Islamic Republic and prevent its expansion. The invasion would be conducted by a coalition of nations, including the United States, France, and Germany. The plan has been met with mixed reactions from the international community.

The invasion plan has been described as a "calculated risk" by White House officials. However, critics argue that the plan is based on a false premise and could lead to a regional conflict.

The invasion plan has been met with mixed reactions from the international community. Some countries, such as France and Germany, have expressed support for the plan. Others, such as Iran, have condemned it as an aggressive act.

The invasion plan has been a source of concern for the United Nations Security Council. The Council is currently discussing the situation and may take action if the invasion goes forward.

By Nancy Freierman

By Martin Brown

The only game in town is becoming a reality as the Dallas area prepares for a new wave of new developments. The area is seeing an increase in the number of new developments, with many developers looking to capitalize on the growing demand for housing.

The trend is being driven by a number of factors, including the low interest rates and the strong economy. Developers are seeing this as an opportunity to build new developments and sell homes at a profit.

The impact of the trend is being felt across the city. In some neighborhoods, developers are seeing an increase in the number of new developments being built. In others, they are seeing a decrease.

The trend is being watched closely by city officials and residents. Some are concerned that the trend could lead to a loss of character and a changed community. Others see it as an opportunity to build new developments that will meet the needs of the community.

By John Smith

The move to build a new sports facility in downtown Dallas has been met with mixed reactions. Some are excited about the potential for a new facility, while others are concerned about the cost and impact on the community.

The move is being driven by a number of factors, including the need for a new facility and the desire to attract more visitors to the city.

The impact of the move is being felt across the city. Some are excited about the potential for a new facility, while others are concerned about the cost and impact on the community.
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News In Brief

Grounded Tankers Are Freed

GALVESTON, Texas (AP) - The Coast Guard said two
grounded tankers were freed at dawn Thursday off the Texas
coast after a two-day battle with heavy seas, high winds and
falling temperatures.

The Coast Guard had stationed a team of divers off the coast of
Galveston and diverted vessels to offload oil from the two
grounded tankers, the Vali and the Funda, in an effort to prevent
a potential oil spill.

Pay TV Injunction Issued

DETROIT (AP) - A national consumer group has won a
legal battle to block "pay TV" at the U.S. Supreme Court
is blocking a national consumer group from seeking
injunctions to block satellite providers from offering
"pay TV" services.

The group, the American Federation of Labor and
Congress of Industrial Organizations, said it was
seeking to stop the providers from charging extra
for channels other than the basic package.

Bonnie: 'Nothing Exciting'

MIAMI (AP) - Sponsors and landlords "have nothing
exciting" to offer in the Miami area, according to Bonnie,
who has lived in the area for several years.

She said she has seen a decrease in the number of
residential properties, but the situation has not changed
significantly.

Moratorium Thwarts Other Builders

The moratorium on the construction of a new building
project in the area has been extended for three months,
blocking other developers from starting new projects.

Thieves Take Embalming Fluid

NAPLES, Fla. (AP) - A Naples police officer said a
thief broke into an embalming fluid store and
stole the contents.

The officer said the store is located on the city's west
side and was broken into early Thursday morning.

Inmate, Guard Are Killed

VAHANAN, Calif. (AP) - An inmate and a prison guard
were killed Wednesday when a simulated riot broke out
in a California prison.

The inmate, identified as 24-year-old Christopher
Wright, was pronounced dead at the scene.

Officer Suspended

LAPD Deputy Suspended

A Los Angeles Police Department deputy was suspended
without pay after allegedly planting a weapon in a car
of an innocent citizen.

The deputy was accused of planting a gun in the
vehicle of a pedestrian who refused to give him a
row.

Weather

Rain In Spokane

Spokane, Wash. (AP) - Rain fell on Spokane for the first
time in weeks, providing relief from the recent heat wave.

Many areas of the city received between 0.25 and 0.5
inches of rainfall, which helped to lower temperatures.

Searchers Find Titanic:

Searchers found the shipwreck of the Titanic after
months of searching the ocean floor.

The discovery was made by a team of researchers
working with the National Geographic Society.

Search Fugitive For Girl Sold To Gypsies

A search was launched for the fugitive wanted for
abducting a young girl and selling her to a group of
Gypsies.

The girl, 12-year-old Lucy Smith, was reported missing
from her home in New York City.

Obituaries

Era Trial Underway

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - The era trial is underway in
Springfield. The trial concerns the sale of a home
that was once owned by a federal judge.

The judge refused to grant the home to the buyer
after finding it was not in the buyer's best interest.

Albert Hospitalized

ALBERT, Ill. (AP) - Albert, the 72-year-old resident
of a nursing home, was hospitalized after a fall
at the facility.

Albert, who was a diabetic, had a history of heart
problems and was on medication for his condition.

Searcher's Musician

A search for a musician who has gone missing was
launched after he failed to show up for a gig.

The musician, John Doe, was last seen playing at
a local bar.

Man Killed In Plane Crash

A man was killed in a plane crash in the mountains
of California.

The plane, a small propeller plane, crashed near
the town of Idyllwild.

English Attacks DOE

Washington, D.C. (AP) - English, a member of the DOE,
has been accused of making unauthorized changes to
a government document.

The incident is currently under investigation by the
DOE's Office of Inspector General.

Obituary for Dr. Jane Smith

Jane Smith, 83, a well-known doctor who specialized
in geriatrics, passed away on September 9, 2023.

She was born in Cleveland, Ohio, on January 15, 1940,
and graduated from the University of Michigan Medical
School in 1965.

Obituary for John Doe

John Doe, 62, a former United States Marine, passed
away on October 10, 2023.

He was born in New York City on April 20, 1961,
and joined the Marines immediately after high school.

Obituary for Mary Jane

Mary Jane, 52, a beloved mother and wife, passed
away on November 5, 2023.

She was born in Springfield, Illinois, on June 10, 1971,
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We May Never Have To Pay Another Politician

By Dan Ries

The 1972 tax law that we have been discussing for so many years is finally coming to an end. The tax law that has been in effect for the past several years is the most successful in the history of the United States. The tax law that was enacted in 1972 was designed to bring the government into a state of balance. The tax law that was enacted in 1972 was designed to bring the government into a state of balance.

Nation's Economic Woes Will Dominate Campaigns

By Jack Berman

The economic problems that the United States faces today will dominate the political campaigns in 1972. The economic problems that the United States faces today will dominate the political campaigns in 1972.

Feminists Beat All The President's Women

By Barbara Sigmund

The women's movement has made great strides in the past several years. The women's movement has made great strides in the past several years.

The Bitter May Cover The Sweet

By Richard Reeves

The bitter may cover the sweet. The bitter may cover the sweet.

Notes On Two Conventions

By Andy Rooney

Every note following two conventions.

A Gathering Storm

By Billy Graham

Helping the city's poor in the midst of a gathering storm.

Other Editors Say

Carter Victory Costly

Juster about a month ago, President Carter was asked if he would consider running for a second term. Just about a month ago, President Carter was asked if he would consider running for a second term.

Billygate' Crucial Test

An important moment in American history is unfolding in the coming weeks. An important moment in American history is unfolding in the coming weeks.

Public interest in the political process is not only important, but crucial.

Richard Reeves

The Bitter May Cover The Sweet

"If we're going to be honest, we need to be honest. If we're going to be honest, we need to be honest.

The Carter campaign is an example of what is wrong with American politics today. The Carter campaign is an example of what is wrong with American politics today.

And when you consider the things that Carter has done, you can see why his campaign is not doing well. And when you consider the things that Carter has done, you can see why his campaign is not doing well.

But there is one thing that Carter has done well, and that is his handling of the media. But there is one thing that Carter has done well, and that is his handling of the media.

Thoughts:

"Bitter" means "bitter." Many people feel that the government is bitter. They feel that the government is bitter.

The government is bitter, but it is not the only thing that is bitter. The government is bitter, but it is not the only thing that is bitter.
Don Knotts: A Big Winner By Always Playing Losers

Don Knotts, the actor who made the role of Barney Fife on "The Andy Griffith Show" famous, died last week at the age of 84. "Barney" was the innocent, naive, and often bumbling police chief who was always trying to do his job but was often outsmarted by his own mistakes. Knotts' portrayal of Barney was so beloved that it became a national sensation.

Changes Planned For Show

NEW YORK (UPI) - Charlie has a new look. With Bugs Bunny's inalterable face, his huge purple eyes, and his blue nose, the Warner Bros. character is now looking more like a human. The changes have been made to give the character a more modern look.

Bill Gahres: A Politician's Nightmare

Gahres of Redmond, Wash., where Fred Schuman has been convicted of 19 counts of perjury, is feeling the heat. Schuman, who was convicted of perjury, has been sentenced to six years in prison. Gahres is now facing a new trial for perjury.

Carlton is Lowest.

Carlton is lowest of all brands.

Less than
0.0 mg. tar
0.0 mg. nic

Carlton 80's Box

 lows of all

90ths.

1 mg. tar
0.1 mg. nic

New Auto Status Symbol

Converting Economy Cars Into Custom Convertibles

LOS ANGELES (UPI) - For Americans, shopping for a new car can sometimes feel like a lottery. But for those who want a custom convertible, there's a new option: converting economy cars into custom convertibles.

'Risky' Tabloid To Be Revived

The new magazine "Risky" is set to hit newsstands next month. The tabloid, which was shut down in 1994 after a series of legal battles, will be relaunched with a new focus on sex and espionage.
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Borges Defaults
Swede Saves Knee For Open

By United Press International

Borg, who won the Australian Open but lost in the first round of the French Open, has been struggling with a tendonitis injury and a deformed knee. After playing on the clay courts of the French Open, he complained about the pain in his knee. His coach, who is also his brother, has been looking for a knee specialist to help Borg with his knee problem. The Swede has been training hard to prepare for the US Open, where he is the defending champion. He is looking forward to playing on the hard courts and hoping to win his third US Open title in a row.

Orioles Blank
New York, 1-0

By United Press International

To the delight of the Baltimore fans, the Orioles defeated the New York Yankees, 1-0, in a tight contest. The game was played in the afternoon and was attended by a capacity crowd of over 45,000 spectators. The Orioles struck first in the bottom of the first inning when the left fielder hit a home run. The Yankees threatened to come back in the top of the second inning, but the Orioles' starting pitcher held them to just one run. In the bottom of the fourth inning, the Orioles added a run on a sacrifice fly. The Yankees had the tying run on base in the top of the ninth inning, but the Orioles' reliever got the final out to secure the victory. With the win, the Orioles moved into first place in the American League East, while the Yankees dropped to second place.

Stabler Sparks Oilers

By United Press International

In a surprising move, the Oilers have signed former Buffalo Bills quarterback Ken Stabler to their roster. Stabler has not played in the NFL since 1981, but he has expressed a desire to return to the game. The Oilers are hoping that Stabler's experience and leadership will help them improve their offense. Stabler's signing has sparked interest in the team, and fans are hoping to see him on the field soon.
Dallas Date Makes Skins Work Hard

By United Press International

The Dallas Date took their second straight loss of the season yesterday as they fell to the San Diego Skins, 21-0. The Date, who were expected to be tough competition for the Skins, were dominated throughout the game by San Diego's powerful offense and defense.

Pro Preview

One In A Series

Redskins-Jets Preview

The New York Jets and the Washington Redskins will meet in a rare Monday Night Football game tonight. The game is a must-win for both teams, as they are currently tied for the lead in their respective divisions.

NFL Exhibition Roundup

White Learned Lessons Well

By Associated Press

The Green Bay Packers, who are known for their strong defense, were able to shut out the San Francisco 49ers in their exhibition game last night. Packers quarterback Bart Starr completed only 4 of 11 passes, but his defense was able to hold the 49ers to just 10 points.

Lions' Sims Plays Second Fiddle Again

By Associated Press

Detroit Lions' quarterback Sid Luckman was over-shadowed by Bob Hayes of the Oakland Raiders in Detroit's exhibition game last night. Though Luckman completed 10 of 18 passes, his team's inability to convert in the red zone left him without any touchdown passes.

Thin Pirates Should Be Tough

By Associated Press

The Pittsburgh Pirates, who have struggled all season, are expected to face tough competition from the Los Angeles Dodgers today. However, the Pirates' young pitching squad, led by Bob Purkey and Harvey Haddix, is expected to hold their own against the Dodgers' potent offense.

Palmer's Drought Ends In Canada

By Associated Press

Legendary Arnold Palmer, who has been struggling all season, was able to win his first tournament of the year last week in Canada. Palmer's victory came at the Stanford Open, where he defeated defending champion Jack Nicklaus in a playoff.

Troup Sets Bowling Pace

Ostrofsky, PA (AP) — The Troup High School boys' bowling team set a new national record last night, rolling a perfect game of 300. The team's three bowlers, who are all seniors, are expected to compete in the national tournament later this month.

Track

Northwestern 87, Georgia Tech 83

By Associated Press

Northwestern University's track team defeated Georgia Tech last night, winning 87-83. Northwestern's Alex Johnson set a new school record in the 400-meter hurdles, finishing in 47.2 seconds.

Daniel Staves Off Stacy, Wins Crown

By Associated Press

In a surprising turn of events, Daniel Staves defeated Stacy in the final round of the U.S. Open tennis tournament yesterday. Staves had been considered one of the underdogs in the tournament, but his victory over Stacy has put him in the spotlight.

Strange Claims Crown With 69

By Associated Press

The senior citizens have taken the world of golf by storm, as shown by the victories of Bob Hope, whose 30 under par score at the Masters Tournament was the lowest ever. Another interesting victory came from John Bouvier, who won the U.S. Open in 1950 with a score of 32 under par.
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BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
**HOUSEWIVES STUDENTS MOONLIGHTERS NEED EXTRA INCOME?**

Very interesting work making telephone calls.

Guaranteed Salary
Ronni Pens
Ample Parking
Near Tinker AFB

If you have a telephone and would like to earn extra $$$ this may be the job for you.

We have openings for the right people on an A.R. type job. For more information call Mr. Gain
737-7636

**AGENCY TRAINEE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME**

Salary While You Train
Excellent training opportunity for reliable persons who wish to be in business for themselves. It's a new business you will start, one with easy and flexible working hours. Cash bookkeeping for complete information, contact:

Circulation Department CALL ROBERT PARASINI
737-8811 Ext. 207

**FREE HELP Call 737-2040**

**ADOPTIONS**

34 Apartments

33 Child Care

8 Days, Cott. & Pets

80-2921

90-3322

90-3322

60-2921

33 FREE Help Call JOHNSON

33 CARPET

33 DEAN'S CARPET HUB CAP

OPEN TO PUBLIC

100-900

33 MUSIC

33 All Sizes

33 Rec. Cages

33 Motorcycle

33 Furniture

33 Stereo R & R

33 1-2-3 Bedrooms

33 Apartments

33 KIP'S BIG BOY

33 KIP'S BIG BOY

33 All Bill Paid

33 Apartments

33 Child Care

33 Homes

33 WANTED

33 Classifieds

33 Car Cares

33 Apartments

33 Paint

33 Major Appliances

33 Gently Used

197 "A""1969 MUSTANG

1977 MONTREAL
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